Suppose that we are given a wait-flee protocol for the asynchronous, concurrent processes P 1, Pa,...,Pr, Q 1,Q2,...,Qs, with r > 2, s > 0. For any run (or interleaving) p of the protocol and any initialization init of all the protocol variables let X [p, init] be the value of the variable X at the end of the run p. The variables X 1,X2,...,Xr "belonging" to the processors P 1,P a,...,Pr, respectively, are called functionally dependent for the initialization init, if for any runs p, o of the protocol,
Introduction
There has been a lot of interest in the current literature on Distributed Computing for a more thorough examination of the computational possibilities offered by wait-free protocols. In particular, this has led to a re-examination of the necessity of using control primitives in the design of Concurrent Reader, Concurrent Writer protocols. The results obtained so far have been particularly interesting. Several researchers have been able to implement: (i) atomic, 1-reader, 1-writer registers from safe, 1-reader, 1-writer registers ([L] , [K] , [T] ), and (ii) atomic, multireader, multiwriter registers from atomic, 1-reader, 1-writer registers, by using only wait-free protocols
. Wait-free protocols are of particular interest not only because they are free from the usual control primitives (like, Mutual Exclusion, Test and Set, etc.) , but also because they make possible a rather quantitative appraisal of the complexity of various algorithms, e.g. determining the wait-free protocol with the best running time
There are certain instances of programming methodology which have "inherent" waiting requirements (e.g. whenever it is necessary to allocate a critical resource among many users). In such instances, the mechanism of waiting has been extensively used ever since its introduction by Dijkstra [D] . As it seems natural these considerations have led [H] to implement a hierarchy of objects such that objects at a certain level of the hierarchy are "stronger" (with respect to waiting mechanisms) than objects lying below this object in this same hierarchy. The purpose of the present paper is twofold: (1) to reappraise the computational aspects and limitations of wait-free programs, and (2) to "draw the line" between what is possible (e.g. solving the Concurrent Readers/Writers problem) mad what is impossible (e.g. Mutual Exclusion problem) by using only wait-free programs. Before giving an outline of the main results it will be necessary to introduce some useful concepts.
Preliminaries
In order to motivate our results and facilitate the discussion we will first consider wait-free protocols consisting of processors each executing a sequence of assignment statements. In section 5 we will indicate all the modifications necessary to cover the most general wait-free protocols (such protocols in addition to assignment statements will include: if ... then ... else ... fi; and for i = 1...n do ... od statements). Let Z be a language consisting of the assignment symbol :=, the function symbols F, G .... (with subscripts and/or superscripts) each associated with a specified arity > 0, (if the arity ofF is 0 then F is also called a constant) and the variables Vo,Vl ..... vn ..... An assignment statement of X is a formula of the form x := F (xb...~Xn), where x ,x b...,xn are variables and F e Z is an n-ary function symbol. Suppose that P and Q are asYnchronous, concurrent processors each executing a finite sequence p l,...~om and q l ..... qn, respectively, of assignment statements. These assignment statements form a program or protocol P II Q. Call the variables occurring in all these assignment statements of P II Q, protocol variables. If x := F(xb...,xr), is an assignment statement of P (respectively, Q ) then the variable x is said to belong to P (respectively, Q), The protocol variables are supposed to satisfy certain atomicity conditions (see section 3, for formal definitions). The program P II Q can have numerous possible executions. We illustrate this in the example below.
Suppose that processor P (respectively Q ) intends to execute the assignment statement p : "x := F (x')" (respectively q : "y := G (y', y" )"). In general, a possible execution might be given by the following sequence of statements: Q reads y"; P reads x'; Q reads y'; P writes x =F(x'); Q writes y =G(y',y').
However, for the purposes of the investigations of the present paper such "lower level" interleavings will never be considered. In other words, although intefleavings among the p 1,...~o m , q 1,...,qn are possible, the actions Pi and qj will be considered atomic, i.e. either all subactions ofpi precede all subactions of qj or else all subactions of qJ precede all subactions ofpi. For this reason we will also call such assignment statements atomic.
Let xl,...,x k be a list of all the protocol variables. An interpretation or model of the protocol P 11Q is a structure m = (M, F m , G m ,...) together with a k-tuple init~M k, where We are interested in program executions (interleavings or runs) p--((X, <p ), of the (l') The value of the variable X in a model m for the protocol e II Q at the end of the execution of the run p depends on P II Q, m, init, p, where init is a given initialization in m. Therefore a more correct notation is xm [p II Q, P, init ]. Instead we use X [p, init I by abuse of notation, because the model m and protocol e II Q will always be easily understood. Moreover, we will normally be referring to an initialization init of the protocol variables without explicitly mentioning the model m.
